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LED Vanity Mirror

The Amorho® high quality LED vanity mirror is
useful, it can avoid the problem of too
light/heavy makeup due to poor light, and it
can also have a magnification effect to clearly
see the blemishes on the face and better
remedy, and the photos taken by the mirror
can be improved by more than one grade .

https://www.amorhostore.com/products/amo
rho-led-bathroom-mirror-with-rgb-backlit-36x
36-color-changing-lighted-vanity-mirror-for-w

all-touch-control-dimmable-anti-fog-memory-function-shatterproof-horizontal-vertical

This Amorho® LED vanity mirror surface is made of environmentally friendly mirrors, the light is
made of high-gloss waterproof LED light strips, the power supply is waterproof, the switch is a
touch switch, exquisite craftsmanship, smooth lines, stylish and simple shape, and is deeply loved
by consumers. The mirror body of the Amorho® LED vanity mirror is simple and elegant, giving
people a sense of calm and atmosphere.

Amorho® LED Vanity Mirror Feature

 Smart makeup magnifying glass, clearer magnification details, clear vision without dead
ends

 8 colors light off optional
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 The standard button switch can be upgraded to an infrared sensor switch, which can be
easily controlled with a single swipe without touching, which is safer

Amorho® LED Vanity Mirror Specification

Amorho® Lighted Bathroom Mirror Precautions
1. Mirror cleaning
Please rinse with clear water, and regularly wash with glass water to maintain
the smoothness of the glass. Wipe off dirt with a neutral detergent and a soft
cloth. Stubborn dirt can be removed with a small amount of alcohol. Do not use
acidic or alkaline solvents.

2. Mirror maintenance
Do not hit or impact the glass surface with hard objects (especially corners); do
not wipe the glass surface with strong acid and strong alkali corrosive solution,
so as not to damage the surface luster; do not wipe the glass surface with wire
to avoid scratches; prevent direct sunlight with exposure

Amorho® LED Vanity Mirror can be customized according to customer requirements, samples and
drawings, and provide you with an overall bathroom space matching plan; one-click
customization of bathroom mirrors that belong to your company's product atmosphere.


